The vibration feature of weak gear fault is often covered in strong background noise, which makes it necessary to establish weak feature enhancement methods. Among the enhancement methods, stochastic resonance (SR) has the unique advantage of transferring noise energy to weak signals and has a great application prospection in weak signal extraction. But the traditional SR potential model cannot form a richer potential structure and may lead to system instability when the noise is too great. To overcome these shortcomings, the article presents a periodic potential underdamping stochastic resonance (PPUSR) method after investigating the potential function and system signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). In addition, system parameters are further optimized by using ant colony algorithm. Through simulation and gear experiments, the effectiveness of the proposed method was verified. We concluded that compared with the traditional underdamped stochastic resonance (TUSR) method, the PPUSR method had a higher recognition degree and better frequency response capability.
Introduction
Gearboxes are widely used in mechanical equipment transmission, which health working can effectively reduce costs and energy consumption. However, gearboxes are often affected by the component failures, which reduce the transmission efficiency of the equipment, thereby increasing energy consumption and possibly even fatal effects. However, the above studies were based on overdamped SR. In the overdamped SR, the inertia and damping factor are neglected. When considering the system inertia and damping factor, the SR model becomes a second-order differential equation, which is equivalent to secondary filtering and has better signal output effect. Therefore, researchers have further studied underdamped SR. In terms of underdamped SR, Lu et al. proposed a bistable underdamped SR method, which adjusted the system parameters by variable step size to achieve the maximum SNR output [27]. López proposed underdamped SR based on the FitzHugh-Nagumo potential and used an improved particle swarm optimization algorithm to achieve optimal parameter matching, the effectiveness of that method was verified by simulation and bearing experiments [28]. Lei et al. used the synergistic effect of the vibration signal, potential structure, and damping factor and used the weighted SNR as the evaluation index of the output signal to achieve weak signal extraction [29] . The above studies achieved certain research results in underdamped SR but were limited to a bistable SR system. The potential structure adjustment was too singular and it was difficult to form a rich potential structure, so the optimal match between potential structure, noise, and the periodic signal could not be achieved. In addition, a bistable SR system achieves noise energy consumption by adjusting the barrier height and the well depth. However, excessive adjustment of a nonlinear potential system not only increases the response time of the system but also increases its instability.
To solve the above problems, we propose a weak fault diagnosis method for a periodic potential underdamped stochastic resonance (PPUSR) system. This method can not only independently adjust the barrier height, depth and width of the potential well, but also achieve a more abundant potential structure and can achieve coordinated matching of the potential structure, periodic signal, and noise based on ant colony algorithm. At the same time, the continuous potential well can consume excessive noise energy, thereby reducing noise interference, improving the stability of the system, and enhancing weak signal detection ability.
The rest of the paper is as follows: Section 2 describes the PPUSR model, SNR of the PPUSR model, and parameters optimization based on ant colony algorithm. Section 3 proposes a weak fault diagnosis method for PPUSR and simulates the method. Section 4 describes the verification of the effectiveness of the proposed method through gear experiments in the lab and rolling mill gearbox engineering practice. Section 6 is the conclusion.
PPUSR method

The introduction of PPUSR model
SR uses the synergy of the input signal and noise in a nonlinear system to enhance the signal energy and identify weak signals. The three conditions generated by SR are nonlinear systems, input signals, and noise. When the three all achieve optimal matching relations, SR has the most obvious amplification effect on the signal. The traditional SR is bistable or tristable, affecting the enhancement of weak signals, in order to improve the weak signal enhancement ability for SR. In this paper, PPUSR potential model is studied ， the nonlinear system that is potential function [30] introduced is
The periodic potential model curve is shown in Fig. 1 . The potential model changes with the parameters, as shown in Fig. 1 . Fig. 1a and 1c show that as the potential system parameter 0 U increases, the bottom position of the potential well is fixed, and the barrier height and well depth increase continuously. In Fig. 1b and 1d , when the potential system is adjusted with the increase of k , the barrier height and well depth are unchanged, but the width of the potential well gradually increases. As the parameters 0 U and k increase, the potential depth, the barrier height, and the width increase, and vice versa. Therefore, the change of the barrier height and the well depth can be achieved by adjusting 0 U , and the adjustment k can independently adjust the potential well width. When the noise and periodic signals are small, the particles oscillate inside a potential well; at this time the nonlinear system is a monostable system. As the noise increases, the particles break through the barrier and oscillate between two or more potential wells; at this time the nonlinear system is a multistable system. Therefore, when the external driving signal is constant, the synergistic effect of the parameters enables the particles to acquire an optimal motion form, thereby producing a better SR effect.
To further analyze the PPUSR mechanism, and the SNR of the PPUSR potential model is analyzed here. In accordance with the potential model, we considered particle motion in a PPUSR system to get
where () Ux is the periodic potential function.  is the damping factor.
is the Gauss white noise with zero mean satisfies
The PPUSR system model is shown in Fig. 2 . 
SNR analysis of PPUSR potential model
To analyze the output SNR of the PPUSR model under small parameters, first let According to the adiabatic approximation theory, the SPD function corresponding to Eq. (5) 
Eq. (7) is substituted into Eq. (8) to get
The Taylor expansion of Eq. (9) 
where let 10 2 A RR Dk 
To show the advantage of using the proposed method to process the signal, under the same noise intensity, the SNRs with a change of the potential parameter are shown in Fig. 3 . The SNR curve of the PPUSR method is also obtained, and the SNR is much higher than that of the traditional underdamped stochastic resonance (TUSR) method in [27] . Therefore, it can be concluded that for the same noise intensity and parameters, the ability of PPUSR to extract weak faults is much better than that of TUSR method. 
The weak fault diagnosis strategy based on PPUSR model
PPUSR weak fault diagnosis method
In accordance with the above analysis, we propose a weak fault diagnosis method for the PPUSR model. The main process is described as follows: 
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Simulation verification
The parameters of PPUSR method and the TUSR method were set to 0 1 Uk ==, 1 ab == respectively, and the frequency response curves were obtained in Fig. 6 . We can get the SNR curves of both methods decreasing with increasing frequency.
However, the high-frequency SNR of PPUSR method was better than that of the TUSR method, and the SNR was more stable under different frequency conditions, indicating that the stability of the PPUSR potential model is better. 
The PPUSR equation for the simulated gear fault signal was We can be seen from Fig. 7c that the simulated gear fault signal does not detect any fault information in the spectrum due to strong noise interference. In Fig. 7d , the target signal is also completely covered by the strong noise, so the fault frequency of the simulated gear signal is not recognized. To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, the envelope signal was processed by the PPUSR system. To meet the requirements of small parameters, the envelope signal was a shifting-frequency and rescaling transform, and then the ant colony algorithm was used to adaptively optimize the system parameters and damping factor; the parameter combination was 0.4723 U = . When the parameters were put into the PPUSR system, the time domain waveform and spectrum were as shown in Figs. 8a and 8b. As can be seen from Fig. 8a , the time domain waveform exhibited a periodic variation. In Fig. 8b , it can be seen that the simulated fault characteristic frequency was prominent, and its amplitude was 0.16736 higher than the surrounding noise. As a comparison with the proposed method, we used the TUSR method to process the simulated gear signals.
The ant colony algorithm was also used to optimize the system parameters and damping factors to obtain 8c and 8d. The fault characteristic frequency could also have been extracted by the TUSR method, but the characteristic frequency peak was seriously interfered with by the surrounding noise, and its amplitude was only 0.03971 higher than that of the surrounding noise. The above analysis shows that when the noise was too large, the periodic potential could consume too much noise interference through multiple potential wells, and the bistable system was singular due to the adjustment of the system potential structure. When the noise was driven too much, the instability of the bistable system was enhanced, which affected the enhancement of the weak signal.
Experimental verification
Gear experimental verification
To further verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, we detected a gear fault characteristic frequency using the power transmission fault diagnosis test bench shown in Fig. 9 . We cut a crack 1 mm deep and 0.15 mm wide in the root of the gear in the root direction to simulate an early failure. The modulus of the gear was 1.5. The parameters of the gear were 1 100 Z = , 2 29 Z = , 3 90 Z = , and 4 36 Z = . The motor speed was 840 r/min, the sampling frequency was 5120 Hz, and the data length was 4,096 points. Because the speed of the motor was reduced by a planetary gearbox, the transmission ratio was 4.571, so the input shaft speed of the parallel shaft gearbox was 183.767 r/min; that is, the rotation frequency was 3.063 Hz. According to vibration analysis theory, the fault characteristic frequency of the faulty tooth was . The parameters and damping factors were substituted into the SR system. The time domain waveforms and spectrum are shown in Fig. 11 . Comparing Fig. 11a with 11c , the PPUSR method clearly had greater periodicity than did the TUSR method. Comparing Fig. 11b with 11d , it can be seen that the fault characteristic frequency extracted by the PPUSR method was obviously manifested, the doubling frequency component appeared, and the fundamental frequency amplitude was 1.0217 higher than that of the surrounding noise.
The TUSR method also extracted the fault characteristic frequency, but it was seriously interfered with by the surrounding noise. The fundamental frequency amplitude was only 0.1054 higher than the surrounding noise, and the doubling frequency was also interfered with by the noise. Therefore, the gear failure experiment demonstrated again that the proposed method was superior to the TUSR method and had better recognition. 
Rolling mill Gear experimental verification
When the rolling mill was inspected, it was found that the gearbox had slight abnormal vibration, but the equipment failure detection system did not issue an alarm, and the equipment was still in normal operation. The rolling mill gearbox is shown in Fig. 12a . In order to detect and prevent fault in the early stage, the measuring point of the acceleration sensor was arranged in the axial position of the input shaft of the rolling mill gearbox. The ZonicBook/618E tester was used to collect the vibration signal of the measuring point. The sampling frequency is 2560 Hz. The numbers of sampling points were 2048 points, the motor speed was 1300r/min, and the corresponding input shaft frequency was 21.67Hz. The time domain waveform, spectrum, and envelope spectrum were shown in Fig. 13 . In Fig. 13a , the original signal was completely covered by the surrounding noise, and the impact signal cannot be seen. In Fig. 13b , the frequency of 715 Hz is the maximum energy, and a dense sideband occurs. According to Table 2 , the fault may appear on the transmission axis II, but the energy of the sideband is small, and the interval of the sideband cannot be determined. In Fig.13c, although we can see the fault characteristic frequency of the gear, the surrounding noise is seriously disturbed. Therefore, we cannot judge the specific faulty gear. The gear signals were processed by the proposed method and the TUSR method. The ant colony algorithm is used to optimize the system parameters and damping ratio, and the combination of waveform curve has better periodicity in Fig. 14a . In Fig. 14b and 14d , both methods yield a characteristic frequency of 19.2 Hz. According to Table 1 , it can be judged that the gear on the transmission shaft II is faulty. Through disassembly, we find that the gear on the transmission shaft II has broken tooth in Fig. 12b , which was consistent with the actual situation. Comparing Fig. 14b and 14d, Fig. 14b not only has the characteristic frequency but also the frequency multiplication was seen, and the recognition degree of the gear fault characteristic frequency was better. Therefore, the effectiveness of the proposed method was proved again by the gear fault, and it had better effect than the TUSR method. 
Conclusion
To overcome disadvantage of TUSR fault detection method, this paper proposes a PPUSR method and studies the potential function, and SNR of the simulated system based on the PPUSR phenomenon. After presented method was validated by theoretical and experimental, the following conclusions can be drawn:
(1) The PPUSR model can not only adjust the potential well width independently by parameter k but can also synchronously adjust the barrier height and the depth of the well by adjusting the parameter 0 U . Therefore, it has a richer potential model structure and can achieve the best match between potential structure, periodic signal, and noise.
(2) When the noise is too great, the oscillation of the particles between potential wells in the TUSR system is too fast due to the limitation of the potential model. The excessive noise will cause noise interference in a finite bistable system, which will easily lead to instability of the system. PPUSR can make the particles transition through multiple potential wells, thus consuming excessive noise energy and improving the stability of the system.
(3) According to experimental and engineering application verification results, the PPUSR weak fault diagnosis method can obtain larger fault characteristic frequency amplitude than can the TUSR method. In addition, PPUSR method had a better SNR for extracting high-frequency signals than the TUSR method.
